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Tunneling cracks in full scale wind turbine blade joints
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Abstract

A novel approach is presented and used in a generic tunneling crack tool for the prediction of crack growth rates for tunneling cracks propagating across a bond-line in a wind turbine blade under high cyclic loadings.

In order to test and demonstrate the applicability of the tool, model predictions are compared with measured crack growth rates from a full scale blade fatigue test. The crack growth rates, measured for a several metre long section along the blade trailing-edge joint during the fatigue test, are found to be in-between the upper- and lower-bound predictions.
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Nomenclature

\( a \) \quad \text{crack length}

\( C \) \quad \text{Paris law coefficient}

\( da/dN \) \quad \text{crack growth rate}

\( E_1, E_2 \) \quad \text{Young’s modulus (substrate, adhesive)}

\( \bar{E}_1, \bar{E}_2 \) \quad \text{plane strain Young’s modulus (substrate, adhesive)}

\( (EI) \) \quad \text{bending stiffness of DCB specimen arms}

\( f \) \quad \text{non-dimensional function}

\( F \) \quad \text{function that relates } \Delta K \text{ with } da/dN

\( G_{ss} \) \quad \text{mode-I steady-state energy release rate}

\( h_1, h_2 \) \quad \text{thickness for sandwich (substrate, adhesive)}

\( h_1^*, h_2^* \) \quad \text{thickness for bi-layer (substrate, adhesive)}

\( \bar{h}_2 \) \quad \text{average thickness of adhesive in blade section}

\( J \) \quad \text{\( J \)-integral}

\( K \) \quad \text{stress intensity factor}

\( L_b \) \quad \text{blade length}

\( L_c \) \quad \text{crack spacing}

\( \bar{L}_c \) \quad \text{average crack spacing}

\( L_r \) \quad \text{roller distance for DCB}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>Paris law exponent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>bending moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{xx}$</td>
<td>edgewise bending moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>non-dimensional function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>load $R$-ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>width of cracked area for DCB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x, y, z$</td>
<td>coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>first Dundurs’ parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>second Dundurs’ parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{ext}$</td>
<td>extensometer opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{cod}$</td>
<td>crack opening displacement profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_T, \epsilon_{yy}$</td>
<td>strain (misfit, adhesive/substrate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta, \zeta^*$</td>
<td>thickness ratio (sandwich, bi-layer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>curvature of bi-layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_1, \nu_2$</td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio (substrate, adhesive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_m$</td>
<td>mechanical stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_r$</td>
<td>residual stress</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

Full-scale structural blade testing is the main method used for testing the life-time performance of wind turbine blades and is commonly used for blade certification [1]. The main purposes of full-scale static blade testing are to test that new blade designs meet requirements and to gain insight into the failure mechanisms [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Publications of full-scale blade testing under cyclic loadings are limited due to confidentiality and the few testing laboratories that are actually able to perform the test [5]: DTU Wind Energy, LM Wind Power, Siemens Wind Power, Blaest (all in Denmark), CRES in Greece, WMC in Netherlands, NREL, LBR&TF, WTTC (all in USA), NaREC in UK, Fraunhofer in Germany and SGS in China.

A wind turbine life-time is typically designed for 20 years or more [8, 9, 10, 11]. Thus, a wind turbine blade in operation is affected by cyclic loadings
caused by gravity loads, see edge-wise bending moment, $M_{xx}$ in Figure 1. The adhesive joints are one of the critical structural details in large wind turbine blades. In particular, the trailing-edge is critical since it is located far from the elastic center of the blade and therefore experiences significantly higher strains, $\epsilon_{yy}$ when subject to edge-wise bending.

During excessive high cycle loading, tunneling cracks may initiate in the trailing-edge adhesive joint as shown in Figure 2, where a tunneling crack in the adhesive is encircled by red marker on the edge of the joint. The tunneling cracks propagate in the $z$-direction as shown by $a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n$ in Figure 1. Each tunneling crack with length, $a_i$, has a unique configuration of laminate stiffness, $E_1$, adhesive stiffness, $E_2$, laminate thickness, $h_1$, adhesive thickness, $2h_2$ and strain level, $\epsilon_{yy}$ dependent on specific location of the crack tip in the $y$-$z$ plane. Note, the average adhesive thickness along the length...
of the blade section is denoted $2\bar{h}_2$.

Ataya et al. [12] documented the presence of transverse cracks, of lengths 20 mm to 50 mm, in trailing-edge joints on wind turbine blades operating in the field with working life ranging between $6.5 \times 10^7$ and $1.1 \times 10^8$ cycles. It was not documented how these transverse (tunneling) cracks initiated and developed. The traditional understanding of transverse cracking is that the cracks start from an edge-flaw and propagate across the adhesive layer. The adhesive is constrained by stiff laminates, primarily with uni-directional fibers, oriented in blade length, i.e. the $y$-direction in Figure 1. Thus, the tunneling crack in the brittle adhesive layer is constrained in-between laminates with higher stiffness and strength. Tunneling cracks propagating across a bond-line, loaded quasi-static or cyclic, are comparable with propagating off-axis matrix tunneling cracks in composite structures e.g. cross ply laminates [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21].

![Figure 2: Tunneling crack identified in the trailing-edge joint of a full scale test blade.](image)

Tunneling cracks have been modelled extensively through the last three decades using linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) [22, 23, 24, 25, 19, 26, 27]. From a modelling perspective, this cracking mechanism is closely related to channeling cracks in thin films [28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. One of the first models of a single tunneling crack embedded in-between thick substrates were
developed using 2D finite element (FE) modelling and LEFM [22, 23, 24]. 3D FE models were used for transient modelling of channeling/tunneling cracks since the crack length must reach a certain length for the crack to become steady-state [33, 34, 35, 26]. It is well known [36, 37] that the stress field of bi-material problems with stresses as boundary conditions (not displacement boundary conditions) depends on only two (not three $E_1/E_2$, $\nu_1$, $\nu_2$) non-dimensional elastic parameters (Dundurs’ parameters):

$$\alpha = \frac{\bar{E}_1 - \bar{E}_2}{\bar{E}_1 + \bar{E}_2} \quad \text{and} \quad \beta = \frac{E_1^{(1-2\nu_2)/(1-\nu_2)} - E_2^{(1-2\nu_1)/(1-\nu_1)}}{E_1 + E_2}$$

where for plane strain $\bar{E} = E/(1-\nu^2)$. $\nu_1$ and $\nu_2$ are the Poisson’s ratio of the substrate and adhesive, respectively. In order to apply Dundurs’ parameters, it is also a prerequisite that the materials are isotropic, linear-elastic and deformations are planar i.e. either plane strain or plane stress [38, 36]. These prerequisites are satisfied for the sandwich in Figure 2 if the adhesive and laminates are assumed isotropic, linear-elastic and the tunneling crack has reached a certain length from the edge (in $z$-direction) i.e. steady-state.

Nucleation and propagation of tunneling cracks in the adhesive layer is the first mode of damage of the joint and would not represent catastrophic failure of the blade, or even any significant loss in performance. However, if the tunneling cracks were to initiate delaminations in the laminates or large debonds at the adhesive-laminate interface, this would be far more critical. Tracking and prediction of tunneling cracks propagation are important in order to detect the early stage of damage and to quantify the level of damage before it transforms into a more critical state such as delamination. A safe and conservative joint design is thus designed against the propagation of a
tunneling crack across the bond-line. Therefore, it is relevant to develop rigorous tools for the prediction of tunneling crack propagation in a full scale wind turbine blade joint, especially under cyclic loading.

2. Approach and problem definition

In this paper a novel approach is presented for the prediction of crack growth rates of tunneling cracks in a wind turbine blade joint. The approach includes a generic tunneling crack tool that is exemplified and tested on a trailing-edge joint in a full scale wind turbine blade fatigue test.

The approach enables prediction of crack growth rates for tunneling cracks in adhesive bond-lines, e.g. for wind turbine blade joints, based on information of the tunneling crack state (geometry, start-crack-length, loads and constitutive properties). Crack growth rates (Paris law) for the adhesive are measured by a double cantilever beam (DCB) specimen in laboratory, where the adhesive is loaded cyclic in mode-I [39, 40]. This is elaborated in Section 3.

In adhesive bonded joints residual stresses might develop in the adhesive during the manufacturing process i.a. attributed chemical shrinkage of the adhesive and mismatch in coefficient of thermal expansion between adhesive and laminate. Generally, residual stresses originate from misfits between different material regions or phases [41, 42, 43]. The misfit stress, $\sigma_T$, (defined in Section 4) is determined using measured curvature of a bi-layer specimen in the laboratory. The misfit stress is converted to a residual stress, $\sigma_r$, in the adhesive, using an analytical sandwich model, to account for local thicknesses and stiffnesses in the blade according to specific crack locations $(y, z)$. It is
It is advantageous to express the residual stress through a misfit stress since the description of the misfit stress only depends on the adhesive properties and is independent of the application (e.g. thicknesses), whereas the residual stress is application dependent. Thus, the use of the misfit stress is convenient since the misfit stress can be scaled through a non-dimensional function, \( q \), to give the residual stress for the application of interest [44]. This is presented in details in Section 4.

![Figure 3: Tunneling crack in trailing-edge joint. The dashed square at position \( z = a_i(N_i) \) shows the crack configuration that is analysed using a plane strain condition and LEFM modelling.](image)

The tunneling crack tool takes the local -stiffness and -geometry input from blade models/measurements, shown in Figure 3, including mechanical stress, \( \sigma_m \), and residual stress, \( \sigma_r \), in the adhesive. In the real structural blade application, these many parameters dependence on crack tip location \((y,z)\) for each tunneling crack complicates the modelling significantly. Combining these inputs, using LEFM and a plane strain assumption, enables determination of the mode-I steady-state energy release rate, \( G_{ss} \), for a single
isolated tunneling crack [24]:

\[
G_{ss}(y,z) = \frac{(\sigma_m(y) + \sigma_r(y,z))^2}{E_2} 2h_2(y,z) f [\alpha(y,z), \beta(y,z), h_1(y,z)/h_2(y,z)]
\]  

(2)

where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to substrate and adhesive, respectively. \( f \) is a non-dimensional function that will be determined in the present paper by 2D finite element simulations. Since the loading is cyclic, \( G_{ss}^{\text{min}} \) and \( G_{ss}^{\text{max}} \) are converted to a cyclic stress intensity factor range, \( \Delta K \) using an analytical model as elaborated in Section 5. Combining the tunneling crack modelling results with the measured residual stresses and the measured Paris law for the adhesive, gives the prediction of the crack growth rate for each tunneling crack along the blade section. The steps of the approach, presented in Figure 4, are summarized:

(i) **DCB**: Double cantilever beam specimen fatigue tested in laboratory to measure Paris law \((da/dN, \Delta K)\) for a mode-I crack in the adhesive.

(ii) **Bi-layer**: Residual stress \((\sigma_r)\) determination in the adhesive of the joint using misfit stress \((\sigma_T)\) that is determined by measuring the curvature of bi-layer specimens.

(iii) **Blade**: Characterization of geometry \((h_1, 2h_2)\), crack length for each crack \((a_i)\), cycles for each crack \((N_i)\), constitutive properties \((E_1, E_2, \nu_1, \nu_2)\), and mechanical stresses \((\sigma_m^{\text{min}}, \sigma_m^{\text{max}})\) from blade inspection/model, CAD model, aero/FE model or similar.

(iv) **Modelling**: Tunneling cracks modelled using finite elements to determine \( \Delta K_i \) as a function of blade geometry/properties, mechanical stress, and residual stress \((h_1, 2h_2, E_1, E_2, \nu_1, \nu_2, \Delta \sigma_m, \sigma_r)\) for each tunneling crack configuration \((a_i, N_i)\) dependent on location \((y,z)\).
(v) **Blade prediction**: Prediction of $da_i/dN_i$ for each tunneling crack in the blade using $\Delta K_i$ from tunneling crack model and Paris law $(da/dN)$ for the adhesive that is measured by a DCB test in laboratory. Note, $F$ is a function that relates $\Delta K$ with $da/dN$.

Figure 4: Approach for prediction of crack growth rate for each tunneling crack in a wind turbine blade joint. Step (i) and (ii) are material characterisation whereas step (iii), (iv) and (v) are repeated for each crack with length, $a_i$.

The properties of the adhesive are characterized in step (i) and (ii), whereas step (iii), (iv) and (v) are repeated for crack number $i = 1$ to $i = n$ according to each cracks specific location $(y, z)$ in the blade. In order to test
Figure 5: Experimental demonstration for tunneling cracks in a trailing-edge joint. The prediction of crack growth rate for each tunneling crack is tested and compared with the actual measurement on a generic research blade.

The accuracy of the proposed approach, the predicted crack growth rates are compared with crack growth rates measured on a generic research blade as shown in Figure 5. The equations and procedures used for the approach are implemented in a Python program using primarily the Numpy (numerical) and Pandas (data analysis) packages [45, 46]. Thus, it is easy to change the loads, the number of cracks etc. if predictions on other joints in the blade are desired.

3. Theoretical framework: DCB tests to measure Paris law for the adhesive

The DCB specimen is tested by applying a cyclic bending moment to determine the mode-I Paris law for the adhesive using the test setup presented in Figure 6. The $J$-integral for the moment-loaded DCB specimen is [47, 48]:

$$J = \frac{M^2}{(EI)t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
where \( M = PL_r \) and \( t \) is the width of the cracked area. \( P \) is the measured load and \( L_r \) is the outer distance between rollers according to Figure 6. The bending stiffness, \( EI \) is determined by a layered model of the laminate and adhesive using classical laminate theory [49]. The mode-I stress intensity factor for an isotropic material can be related to the mode-I energy release rate using the well-known Irwin relation [50]:

\[
K = \sqrt{G E^2} 
\]  

(4)

\( \Delta K \) can be related to fatigue crack growth through the empirical Paris-Erdogan law [39, 40]:

\[
da/dN = C(\Delta K)^m
\]  

(5)

The parameters in the power law, \( C \) and \( m \) are material constants that are determined using a curve fit to actual test data. The use of the Paris law requires that the linear-elastic fracture mechanics assumptions are satisfied meaning that the material must be linear elastic, isotropic, and the fracture process zone must be small in comparison with the other specimen dimensions. Note, Paris law is an empirical relation rather than theoretically based [51].

The DCB specimen with side-grooves, shown in Figure 6, is designed based on initial experiments, which shows that the crack grows to the adhesive-laminate interface if no side-grooves are present. The test setup, presented in Figure 6, has some advantages: 1) energy release rate being independent of crack-length so that crack growth is stable under displacement (rotational) control, 2) easy analytical evaluation of the \( J \)-integral. Furthermore, a full range of mode mixities can be tested from pure mode-I to nearly pure
Figure 6: DCB specimen loaded cyclic with even bending moments in mode-I.

mode-II. For the present work and purpose the setup is kept in mode-I since the tunneling cracks in the adhesive, which is assumed isotropic, propagates under mode-I conditions.

For experiments conducted under displacement control, the magnitude of the moment, $M$, decreases as the crack length increases. Thus, a test in displacement control gives information of crack growth rate for the full range of load levels using only a single test specimen. Therefore, in the present study the DCB specimen is loaded cyclic using a constant range of extensometer opening, $\Delta \delta_{ext}$ since it is desired to measure the full Paris law.

4. Theoretical framework: Measuring residual stresses using bi-layer specimen

The residual normal stress, $\sigma_r$, e.g. in a symmetric sandwich far from edges as shown in Figure 7, can be related to the misfit stress, $\sigma_T$ through a
non-dimensional function, $q$ \cite{44}:

$$\sigma_r = q\sigma_T$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $\sigma_T$ is defined as the stress induced in an infinitely thin film adhered to an infinitely thick substrate in a bi-layer material. $q$ is a non-dimensional function accounting for e.g. geometry and elastic properties. The misfit stress cannot be predicted by modelling - it must be measured experimentally \cite{44} unless the mechanism of inelastic strain is known and modelled.

![Figure 7: Sandwich specimen used for residual stress modelling.](image)

The misfit stress can be measured using the bi-layer specimen shown in Figure 8 \cite{44, 52, 53}. The curvature, $\kappa$ is determined by fitting a circle to a number of points measured on top of the surface of the curved beam. The radius of the fitted circle, determined using a least square fit to the measured points along the curved surface, expresses the curvature through the radius, $r$ as; $\kappa = 1/r$. The misfit stress, $\sigma_T$ can then be determined by \cite{44}:

$$\sigma_T = \frac{\left(\sum \zeta_*^2 - 1\right)^2 + 4 \sum \zeta_*(1 + \zeta_*)^2}{6\zeta_*(1 + \zeta_*)} \left[ \frac{E_2 h_2^* \kappa}{(1 - \nu_2)} \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $\sum = \frac{E_1/(1-\nu_1)}{E_2/(1-\nu_2)}$ and $\zeta_* = h_1^*/h_2^*$ according to Figure 8 for the bi-layer specimen.
Knowing $\sigma_T$, the stress in the adhesive of the sandwich specimen, shown in Figure 7, can be derived by equilibrium considerations (perfect bonding between the substrates and the adhesive layer), and by Hooke’s law in plane stress (in the $x$-direction):

$$\sigma_r = \frac{-\sigma_T}{\sum + \frac{1}{\zeta}}$$

(8)

where $\sum = \frac{E_1/(1-\nu_1)}{E_2/(1-\nu_2)}$ and $\zeta = h_1/h_2$ according to Figure 7 for the sandwich specimen. The energy release rate of the tunneling crack in the sandwich specimen can be expressed as:

$$G_{ss} = (\sigma_m + \sigma_r)^2 \frac{2h_2}{E_2} f(\alpha, \beta, h_1/h_2) = \left(\sigma_m + \frac{-\sigma_T}{\sum + \frac{1}{\zeta}}\right)^2 \frac{2h_2}{E_2} f(\alpha, \beta, h_1/h_2)$$

(9)

where $f(\alpha, \beta, h_1/h_2)$ is determined in the next section.

5. Theoretical framework: Modelling of tunneling cracks

The steady-state energy release rate of an isolated tunneling crack can be expressed using a non-dimensional function, $f$ to account for stiffness and thickness of the materials [24]:

$$\frac{G_{ss}E_2}{\sigma_{yy}^2 2h_2} = f(\alpha, \beta, h_1/h_2)$$

(10)
where the effective stress in the adhesive remote from the crack is designated $\sigma_{yy,2}$. For simplicity, it is assumed that Poisson’s ratio for substrates and adhesive are similar, $\nu_1 = \nu_2 = 1/3$, leading to $\beta = \alpha/4$. The steady-state energy release rate, which is constant along the entire tunneling crack front, is determined by [22, 24]:

$$G_{ss} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\sigma_{yy,2}}{2h_2} \int_{-h_2}^{+h_2} \delta_{cod}(x) dx$$

(11)

where $\delta_{cod}(x)$ is the crack opening displacement profile for the plane strain crack, which is determined by FE modelling. Trapezoidal integration is applied to evaluate the integral numerically.

The results from the tunneling crack bi-material FE model, simulated in Abaqus CAE 6.14 (Dassault Systemes) with eight-noded plane strain elements, are compared with the results of Ho and Suo [24] for a thickness ratio of $h_1/h_2 = 2.0$ as shown in Figure 9.

The difference between the FE model results and those of Ho and Suo [24] are less than 2%. As the stiffness and thickness of the substrates increase, $f(\alpha, \beta, h_1/h_2)$ becomes smaller. This is in agreement with the conventional models [23, 24, 27]. Different thickness ratio, $h_1/h_2$ are modelled hence $f(\alpha, \beta, h_1/h_2)$ for tunneling cracks at different locations can be determined. Figure 9 is the main theoretical result and the relevant stiffness ratio for typical wind turbine blade joints is large as highlighted with the dashed square ($0.7 \leq \alpha \leq 0.9$).

The anisotropy of the glass fiber laminates is assumed negligible since it is assumed that the high in-plane laminate stiffness of the uni-directional fibers in the $y$-direction is the main constraint to prevent the tunneling crack propagation [27]. $\Delta K$ for an isotropic material can be related to $\Delta G_{ss}$ in
Figure 9: Results from tunneling crack bi-layer FE model and comparison with the model by Ho and Suo [24] for $h_1/h_2 = 2.0$ and $\beta = \alpha/4$. 
mode-I using the Irwin relation [19, 50, 51]:

\[ \Delta K = \sqrt{G_{ss}^{\text{max}} E_2} - \sqrt{G_{ss}^{\text{min}} E_2} = \Delta \sigma_{yy,2} \sqrt{2h_2 f(\alpha, \beta, h_1/h_2)} \]  

(12)

that is applicable for tension-tension loading where the load \( R \)-ratio \((R = \sigma^{\text{min}}/\sigma^{\text{max}}) \) is \( 0 \leq R < 1 \). However, for tension-compression loading where \( R < 0 \), equation 12 reduces to:

\[ \Delta K = \sqrt{G_{ss}^{\text{max}} E_2} = \sigma_{yy,2}^{\text{max}} \sqrt{2h_2 f(\alpha, \beta, h_1/h_2)} \]  

(13)

For compression-compression loading with \( R > 1 \), the stress intensity factor range becomes zero i.e. \( \Delta K = 0 \). With the coefficient \( C \) and exponent \( m \) determined earlier from the DCB test, the crack growth rate \((da/dN)\) of each crack can be determined from equation 5. The stress range can be expressed as a function of load \( R \)-ratio, and residual stress \((\sigma_r)\) can be added to the mechanical stresses \((\sigma_{\text{min}}^{m}, \sigma_{\text{max}}^{m})\) as shown in Figure 10.

![Figure 10](image_url)

Figure 10: Definition of \( \sigma_{\text{min}}^{m}, \sigma_{\text{max}}^{m}, \Delta \sigma, K^{\text{min}}, K^{\text{max}} \) and \( \Delta K \) including a schematic illustration of how \( \Delta K \) depends on the \( R \)-ratio. (A) with \( R = -1 \), and (B) with \( 0 \leq R < 1 \).

For negative \( R \)-ratio \((R < 0)\) a part of the stress cycle is negative hence causing crack closure. In that case, only the positive part of the stress cycle is used in the computation of \( \Delta K \) as illustrated in Figure 10. For the example in Figure 10, for the same applied stress range, \( \Delta K \) is doubled if \( R \)-ratio increases from \( R = -1 \) to \( 0 \leq R < 1 \). Thus, Figure 10 illustrates the effect of increasing residual stresses on \( R \)-ratio and \( \Delta K \).
6. Experimental demonstration: Test of full scale research blade

A generic full scale research blade, with length of more than 40 m, was manufactured and tested for approx. 5 million cycles in edge-wise direction with high loads. This corresponds to a full-life fatigue test. Hereafter, the blade was further tested with higher edge-wise cyclic loadings for approx. 1 million cycles, i.e. tested with loads beyond design limits to initiate tunneling cracks. The trailing-edge were loaded in tension-compression fatigue by a load $R$-ratio of $R = -1$ during the tests. It is unknown when the tunneling cracks initiated, but it was observed and documented that the tunneling cracks propagated through the second test with loadings higher than typical design loads. The experiment was paused 5 times, where the trailing-edge was inspected for cracks and the crack lengths were measured.

The outer trailing-edge thicknesses are measured at four locations (A, B, C, D) in $z$-direction for each meter along the blade length ($y$), see Figure 11. The outer thickness measurements are used in combination with the laminate layup from a blade model to determine the actual adhesive thickness for each measurement.

![Tool measuring thickness](image)

Figure 11: Thickness measurement of the trailing-edge joint at four points for each section.
The stiffness and thickness of the laminates near each crack tip depends on the position in both \(y\)- and \(z\)- directions as a result of the ply drops in both transverse- and longitudinal blade directions, see Figure 3, Figure 12 and Figure 13. The points in Figure 12 near \(y/L_b = 0.28\) and \(y/L_b = 0.32\) are not outliers. They are a result of large crack lengths hence the crack tip reach a location where the laminates are thicker, see also Figure 3 and Figure 18.

The average substrate-to-adhesive stiffness ratio, \(\alpha\) at each crack position, presented in Figure 13, is determined using linear interpolation \((y, z)\). The number of uni-directional plies is dominant hence the average stiffness is simply a small reduction of the uni-directional ply stiffness due to some biaxial layers surrounding the uni-directional plies. The exact laminate and adhesive properties in the generic research blade are confidential.

![Figure 12: Laminate-adhesive thickness ratio determined at each tunneling crack position along blade length.](image)

The strain range, \(\Delta \epsilon_{yy} (= \epsilon_{yy}^{max} - \epsilon_{yy}^{min})\) is measured using strain gauges
located at every second meter along the blade length ($y$). Variations of strains across the width of the trailing-edge joint ($z$) are insignificant since the trailing-edge bond-line width is small compared with the distance from the elastic center of the blade to the trailing-edge location. The measured strains are post-processed through a "Rain-flow count algorithm" and sorted into bins dependent on the strain range magnitude [54]. The individual strain ranges are counted for each bin. The mechanical stress range, $\Delta \sigma_m$ in the adhesive is determined using Hooke’s law and a plane strain assumption in the $y$-direction of the blade:

$$\Delta \sigma_m = \bar{E}_2 \Delta \epsilon_{yy}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

![Figure 13: Laminate-adhesive stiffness mismatch determined at each tunneling crack position along blade length.](image-url)
7. Experimental demonstration: DCB tests to determine Paris law for the adhesive

Two laminates of glass fiber reinforced polyester are cast using vacuum-assisted-resin-transfer-moulding (VARTM). The laminates are post cured and placed in a fixture where a vinylester adhesive is injected to bond the two laminates. Subsequently, the adhesive and laminate are post cured and cut into specimens. The side-grooves are CNC machined to meet the design in Figure 6. The adhesive and laminates are manufactured under laboratory conditions, but the exact properties are confidential.

An extensometer is attached to pins mounted on each beam as shown in Figure 6 to measure the extensometer opening. A servo-hydraulic cylinder applies the load, \( P \) to the wires that are attached to two arms on the sides of the DCB specimen hence a pure bending moment is applied cyclic [55]. The end of each cable is attached to a load cell that measures the load, \( P \) on each wire individually. Load frequency is set to 3 Hz and mode mixity to 0 degree using same arm length, \( L_r \) as shown in Figure 6. The \( R \)-ratio is varied between \( R \approx 0.3 \) and \( R \approx 0.5 \), which is also the \( R \)-ratio in the section of the blade joint when including residual stresses in the adhesive. Images are captured at adequate intervals following a log-scale. The crack length, \( a \) is measured on the images with help from a program implemented in Python [45, 46].

The DCB test is controlled by the extensometer opening, \( \delta_{ext} \). A fixed value of \( \delta_{ext}^{min} \) and \( \delta_{ext}^{max} \) is applied in the duration of the DCB test to maintain a constant \( \Delta \delta_{ext} \). Thus, as the crack grows (increasing \( a \)), the measured moment range, \( \Delta M \) decreases and a series of \( \Delta K \) values can be computed
by equation 3, equation 4 and the first part of equation 12.

Before starting the cyclic test, a static pre-test is performed to create a sharp start-crack; a clamp is mounted on the specimen to constrain the crack from propagating too long and a static moment is applied monotonic until a sharp pre-crack is formed. The clamp is removed and the specimen is now prepared for the cyclic loaded tests. The subsequent cyclic loaded tests on the same specimen continues without further static tests.

The measured Paris laws for the adhesive are presented in Figure 14. The Paris law parameters are determined by a least square fit to the measured data points in the log-log space ($\Delta K, \frac{da}{dN}$) on the form given by equation 5. The best fit in Figure 14 is used to determine parameters $C$ and $m$. The upper- and lower fit gives the upper- and lower bounds for $\frac{da}{dN}$ as shown in Figure 14 by the dashed and dotted lines, respectively.

![Figure 14: Cyclic loaded DCB test for adhesive including Paris law best fit. The axes are normalised by the average thickness of the adhesive measured on the blade section, $2\bar{h}_2$.](image)

Figure 14: Cyclic loaded DCB test for adhesive including Paris law best fit. The axes are normalised by the average thickness of the adhesive measured on the blade section, $2\bar{h}_2$. 
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Some $R$-ratio effect is observed for the present adhesive [56], but this effect is small for the narrow band of $R$-ratio tested. It is decided to describe the fatigue crack growth rates by $\Delta K$ [51]. Different other approaches to describe fatigue crack growth are presented by Pascoe et al. [40], but it is out of the scope to investigate this further.

In terms of constitutive properties and fracture toughness the adhesive is comparable to epoxy resins in the published literature [56, 57, 58, 59], but the exact properties of the adhesive used in the present work is confidential. From the DCB test it is found that the crack growth rates of the adhesive is comparable to those of epoxy resins [56, 60, 61, 62, 63, 57, 58, 59, 64], especially those tested in [56, 57, 58, 59].

8. **Experimental demonstration: Residual stress determination**

Solidification of the vinylester adhesive during curing is an exo-thermal process. The adhesive heats up, shrinks and builds up tensile residual stresses caused by the constraining effect from the laminates since the adhesive cannot freely contract. The procedure to measure the residual stress using the bi-layer specimen is summarized:

- Manufacture sandwich specimen of two laminates bonded by adhesive.
- Peel-off one of the laminates, and measure curvature and geometry of the bi-layer specimen.
- Calculate residual stress through misfit stress from equation 7 and equation 8.
The adhesive and laminates are manufactured under laboratory conditions. Two laminates of uni-directional glass fiber reinforced polyester are cast using VARTM. The laminates are post cured and placed in a fixture where a foam spacer is placed along the edges to control the adhesive thickness to be 8 mm. One of the laminates are covered by a thin foil to create a weak adhesive/laminate interface. The adhesive is injected through a 10 mm hole in the middle of the plate and cured.

After post curing of the adhesive, the plate is cut into 13 specimens of length 500 mm and one of the laminates is peeled off using the thin foil since a weak plane enables separation. Removing one of the laminates cause the beam to bend due to tensile residual stresses in the adhesive. As indicated in Figure 8, the displacement of the top surface of the 13 beams is measured at 11 equal-spaced points using a dial gauge (type, Mitutoyo with ID-U1025).

The laminate thickness, \(h_1^*\) and adhesive thickness, \(h_2^*\) of the bi-layer specimen are measured using a caliper in an optical microscope. Using equation 7, the average misfit stress, \(\sigma_T\) of the 13 curvature specimens is determined and presented non-dimensionally as misfit strain: \(\epsilon_T = -0.00218 \pm 0.00013\) [44]. The misfit stress is used to determine the residual stress, \(\sigma_r\) at the various positions along the blade using equation 8.

The residual stress in the adhesive, for each combination of measured \(\alpha(y, z)\) and \(h_1(y, z)/h_2(y)\) at each tunneling crack location in the blade section, is presented in Figure 15. Here, the residual stress is normalised by the maximum mechanical stress, \(\sigma_m^{max}\) that is introduced by equation 14 and Figure 10. The trend is that closest to the blade root (small \(y\)) the residual stresses are highest, which is attributed \(h_1/h_2\) increasing towards the
Figure 15: Normalised residual stress in the adhesive of the generic research blade at each tunneling crack position along the blade length.

blade root according to Figure 12. Note, $\sigma_r$ is large in comparison with $\sigma_{m\text{ max}}$, especially closest to the blade root where the laminates are thick.

9. Experimental demonstration: Modelling of tunneling cracks

Curves for energy release rate, determined by the tunneling crack tool, are presented in Figure 16 including the corresponding ”Experimental points” that are calculated based on data from the generic research blade test ($\alpha, \beta = \alpha/4, h_1/h_2$). The ”Experimental points” are determined for each tunneling crack configuration ($z = a_i(N_i)$) according to Figure 3. Thus, $\alpha$ and $h_1/h_2$ are determined for each crack tip location and based on linear interpolation between the curves in Figure 16, the energy release rate can then be read off for each point.

Ply drops in both the $y$- and $z$-direction of the blade joint complicates the tunneling crack analysis. However, it is impractical to define a single finite
Figure 16: Results from tunneling crack bi-layer FE model with $\beta = \alpha/4$ (part of Figure 9). "Experimental points" are calculated for each tunneling crack configuration.

Figure 17: Prediction of $\Delta K$ based on data measured on the full scale blade joint at each tunneling crack position along blade length. $\Delta K$ is normalised by the plane strain modulus of the adhesive, $\bar{E}_2$ and by the average thickness of the adhesive measured on the generic blade section, $2\bar{h}_2$. 
element model, e.g. with 5-12 different layers, for each crack observed and change the laminate stacking sequence for each crack analysed. Instead, the tunneling crack tool is made generic thus it can handle a series of isolated tunneling cracks and be applied to other blade joints as well. Therefore, the thickness ratio, $h_1/h_2$ and the average laminate stiffness are interpolated linearly in $y$- and $z$-directions based on the actual crack tip location in the joint.

$\Delta K$ is determined based on equation 12 and presented in Figure 17 with- and without including the magnitude of residual stress, $\sigma_r$. $\Delta K$ varies only moderately along $y$, being highest for $y/L_b \approx 0.30$. The inclusion of residual stresses doubles $\Delta K$ since the $R$-ratio changes from $R = -1$ to $R \approx 0.4$, see Figure 10 and Figure 17.

10. Experimental demonstration: Inspection of cracks in full scale blade test

The crack length, measured by a caliper on the trailing-edge joint, for each tunneling crack is presented in Figure 18 and Figure 19 for the number of cycles where the test of the generic research blade is paused for inspection. The $a-N$ measurements in Figure 19 are fitted with a straight line for each crack and the slopes ($da/dN$) are presented in Figure 20.

11. Experimental demonstration: Prediction of fatigue crack growth rates on the blade joint

Tunneling crack growth rates are predicted using the approach in Figure 4 and presented in Figure 20 together with the measured crack growth rates
Figure 18: Normalised crack length, $a/2\bar{h}_2$ measured along blade length, $y$.

Figure 19: Normalised crack length, $a/2\bar{h}_2$ for cycles, $N$ measured on blade.
on the trailing-edge joint from the test of the generic research blade. The predicted crack growth rates varies relative to crack location \((y, z)\) due to the variations in; \(\alpha, h_1/h_2, \Delta \sigma_m\) and \(\sigma_r\). However, this variation is small meaning that the state of each individual tunneling crack is similar. Also, the crack growth rates, measured individually for each tunneling crack, in the blade are similar, which can be explained by the small variations in load levels and geometry along the blade section (AoI).

The crack growth rates predicted on the blade joint falls above and below the crack growth rates measured on the blade. The crack growth rates predicted without including residual stress are closest to the crack growth rates measured on the blade.

12. Discussion

The crack-to-crack variation for the \(da/dN\) predictions in Figure 20 is small since the variation of the mechanical stress and the energy release rate for each crack in Figure 16 is small: \((\bar{E}_2G_{ss}) / (\sigma_{yy}^2 h_2^2) \approx 0.53 \pm 0.02\). This suggests that a future approximate approach is to use; \((\bar{E}_2G_{ss}) / (\sigma_{yy}^2 h_2^2) \approx 0.5\) for all tunneling cracks in the blade, which will simplify the modelling significantly. The effect of misfit stress, \(\sigma_T\) is significant since the inclusion of residual stress doubles \(\Delta K\) as shown in Figure 17.

The DCB- and bi-layer test specimens are manufactured under process conditions in the laboratory that are different from the manufacturing of the generic research blade. This difference in manufacturing process is an uncertainty in the cyclic crack growth prediction on the blade joint.

Another explanation for the deviation between blade prediction and ac-
Figure 20: Comparison of predicted crack growth rates (triangles) with the crack growth rates measured (circles) on the full scale blade joint. Dashed lines indicate the upper limits and dotted lines the lower limits for the uncertainty of the predictions based on Figure 14 since the main uncertainty comes from the measured Paris law for the adhesive. Note, $da/dN$ are normalised by the average thickness of the adhesive measured on the blade section, $2\bar{h}_2$. 
tual blade measurements could be time dependency of the adhesive (stress relaxation, creep, visco-elasticity), which is unknown. The time scale for the laboratory tests of the bi-layer specimens is in the order of a few weeks whereas the generic full scale research blade is tested over several months. The time scale may influence the level of residual stress, which again affects the $R$-ratio, $\Delta K$ and finally the $da/dN$ prediction. The effect of stress relaxation in the adhesive in the duration of the full scale blade test is unknown. The crack growth rates determined for the tunneling cracks including residual stress must therefore be seen as an upper bound. On the other hand, the crack growth rates predicted without residual stress should be seen as a lower bound if all residual stresses are relaxed during the fatigue test.

Multiple cracking of the adhesive is another stress relaxing process especially if the crack spacing is small. The tunneling cracks can with good accuracy be modelled without including interaction between the cracks since the crack spacing and the stiffness of the substrates are large ($0.72 \leq \alpha \leq 0.84$) [23, 24]. Crack interaction is only relevant for very compliant substrates [24]. The 27 cracks distributed over the length of the blade section ($0.24 \leq y/L_b \leq 0.38$) gives a normalised inverse average crack spacing of $2h_2/L_c = 0.038$, where $L_c$ is the average crack spacing. This number (0.038) and stiffness mismatch ($0.72 \leq \alpha \leq 0.84$), according to Fig. 5 in Ho and Suo [24], means that crack interaction is insignificant for the present case.

12.1. Tunneling crack model assumption

It is appropriate to investigate whether the approach of averaging the stiffness has a significant effect on the tunneling crack energy release rate since the layers closest to the adhesive is a few number of biaxial layers that
are more compliant than the uni-directional layers. The layer closest to the adhesive, called buffer-layer, is the most important layer since it is well known that the stiffness and thickness of this layer gives the primary constraining effect of the tunneling crack [31].

The effect of buffer layer is tested using a tri-layer tunneling crack FE model. A biaxial layer is added to the existing uni-directional laminate, which decreases the overall average stiffness ratio to \( \alpha_{\text{ave}} = 0.80 \) from \( \alpha_{\text{UD}} = 0.85 \) since the added biax-to-adhesive stiffness ratio is \( \alpha_{\text{biax}} = 0.54 \).

Modelling the problem using the average stiffness instead of the actual stiffnesses of the individual layers gave an energy release rate that was approx. 4 \% higher, which is acceptable for the present application. It is concluded that the energy release rate is relatively insensitive to specific layup configurations for the present case since the uni-directional layers are relatively stiff. This is also illustrated by the small variations for the experimental data in Figure 16. Thus, from a practical point of modelling the use of average stiffness is reasonably.

12.2. Tunneling cracks in full scale blade section

In a full scale blade test many factors play a role on the state of the tunneling crack mechanism. One important factor is the assumption that loading is pure tensile in the trailing-edge, see \( \epsilon_{yy} \) in Figure 1. Thus, the cracks in the adhesive are assumed to propagate under pure mode-I conditions, which is reasonably to assume in a homogeneous material. The mode-I dominance is supported by the image in Figure 2 of the tunneling crack that is perpendicular to the laminate. However, it is not measured whether the trailing-edge joint is loaded in shear as well e.g. caused by large rotations/displacements.
(“pumping effect”) of the trailing-edge balsa panel [65]. Measuring mixed mode effects on the tunneling cracks may require additional strain gauges mounted during the blade test. Models for shear loaded tunneling cracks (oblique cracks) are available in the literature [24, 66].

The measured crack lengths vary significantly along the length of the blade. The two cracks with the largest crack growth rates are found in the highest loaded region. The different crack lengths measured may be a result of the different times/cycles to crack initiation along the blade length (y). The initiation is governed by pre-existing defects, but the exact time (load cycle number) of crack initiation is unknown. For the shortest cracks measured, see Figure 19, the effect of crack length on energy release rate could be accounted for using 3D FE simulations [34, 26]. However, for large elastic mismatch this transient effect is small [35].

12.3. Proposed extensions of the present work

The effect of residual stress on R-ratio and Paris law parameters is not well documented in the literature for polymeric materials. Further work for the adhesive loaded cyclic by different residual stress magnitudes and R-ratio including different models for fitting the crack growth rates is proposed as a future study [53, 40].

The tunneling crack tool can be extended to account for delamination during the tunneling process [67, 25, 19] or expanded to handle gel coat channeling cracks in wind turbine blade surfaces during cyclic loading [68]. It may also be applied to tunneling cracks in grid-scored balsa/foam panels used in wind turbine blades, where the crack tunnels through the resin filled grid-scores [65]. The generic tool is demonstrated on a trailing-edge adhesive
joint, but could be applied to the leading-edge- or web joints as well.

13. Conclusion

The parameters for the mode-I Paris law for the adhesive, measured by the cyclic moment-loaded DCB specimen, was found to be comparable to those published for epoxy resin systems. The energy release rate of a tunneling crack is relatively unaffected by substrate thickness when the substrate stiffness is large. Furthermore, the energy release rate of a tunneling crack is relatively insensitive to specific layup near the adhesive since the stiffness of the primary uni-directional laminate is high.

The crack growth rates predicted for tunneling cracks in a wind turbine blade trailing-edge joint were found to agree well with the crack growth rates measured on a full scale test blade. This suggests that the tunneling crack tool can predict crack growth rates for tunneling cracks in a wind turbine blade trailing-edge joint within acceptable accuracy.
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